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PIONEERING  
A PURE SCANDINAVIAN  

SOUND SINCE 1968

Our story started in 1968 in 
Glyngøre, a tiny fishing village 
nestled on the north shore of 
Denmark. Jamo was founded 
by two brothers-in-law, Preben 
Jacobsen and Julius Mortensen. 
Preben was a talented craftsman 
with a passion for pure sound, 
blessed wi th excel lent  wood 

work ing sk i l l s  and a broad 
knowledge of acoustics. Julius 
was an experienced salesman 
from the fishing industry. The 
name was created using the first 
two letters of their surnames 
to form the company moniker:  
Jacobsen + Mortensen = JAMO.
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S7-25F S7-17B

S7-25C

A UNIQUE DESIGN HONOURING 
OUR SCANDINAVIAN ROOTS

Our design team came has imagined a minimalist design 
for its new series. The organic shape of the cabinet houses 
acoustic innovations to deliver pure sound. The shape of the 
cabinet was inspired by Nordic nature. Its rounded corners 
ressemble the pebbles of the Danish coast, smoothed by the 
ebb and flow of water. Thor’s hammer shape on the woofers’ 
paper cone is inspired by the axe used by the god Thor in 
Norse mythology. The matching fabric grilles bring softness 
and protection with shades of monochrome.

A NEW BEGINNING

Uniting the richness of the past with the 
audacity of the future, Jamo’s vocation is 
to promote and perpetuate an exceptional 
heritage. With this new range, Jamo 
wants to satisfy a modern and demanding 
audience with exceptional audio solutions 
and a timeless Nordic design.
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S7-43C

S7-15BS7-27F

2 COLOR WAYS INSPIRED 
BY NORDIC NATURE

Our colours have been chosen from the chromatic 
palette of Scandinavian landscapes: the blue fjord 
is inspired by the Norwegian fjords and the grey 
from the clouds hanging over a Finnish forest. Jamo 
Studio 7 is for a pleasure of the ears and eyes. 

BLUE FJORD GREY CLOUD
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The crystal clear high 
frequencies are carried out by 
a all new 1 inch customized 
tweeter featuring a copper 
faraday ring which increases 
sensitivity and reduces non 
linear distortion. The tweeter 
and surround are made from 
fabric and exhibits excellent 
distortion characteristics and 
wide bandwidth, for a non 
fatiguing yet detailed sound.

The acoustic centers of 
the drive units have been 
time-aligned  by tilting 
the cabinet back and 
mounting it on a plinth 
that houses the speaker 
crossover. The result is 
a very coherent sound 
stage between the high, 
the medium and the bass 
frequencies. 

Thick cabinet walls and 
bracing to ensure a low 
degree of “self-noise”. 
This improves the audio 
reproduction of low-level 
detail and increases 
resolution when playing at 
any output level compared 
to competing products in 
their class.

Radius angles  
on the cabinet edge helps 
the energy dissipates 
more naturally, and 
avoid coloring the signal 
produced by the driver.

The bass drivers with embossed 
paper cones incorporate 
aluminium shorting rings  
for very natural bass.  
The aluminium shorting ring 
lowers distortion for clean, 
dynamic bass and increases 
power handling. The embossed 
paper cone with ‘Thor’s 
Hammer’ detailing increases 
the rigidity to improve the 
transient response for that 
snappy yet natural bass.

Scandinavian design,  
a perfect combination  
of simplicity and beauty

Jamo new logo

PURE SCANDINAVIAN SOUND  
SINCE 1968

STUDIO7  SERIES IN DEPTH
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7, THE MAGIC NUMBER 
ON THE STUDIO7 RANGE

7 Degree is the magic number on 
Jamo Studio 7 speakers. It provides 
a very distinctive look to the range 
and it improves the sound experience 
thanks to the angle created by the tilt 
(time alignement).

This series got its name from this 7° 
angle applied to the speakers.

Often recognized and appreciated for 
its symbolic richness, the number 7 is 
found in a large number of traditions, 
beliefs, legends and religions (7 days 
of the week, 7 colors in a rainbow,  
the 7 Wonders of the World…).

EXTERNAL
CROSSOVER PLINTH:
FOR TRANQUILITY

By positioning the binding post on the 
back of the plinth, the microphonics are 
reduced, the inductors are kept away 
from harmful vibrations and cables are 
easy to connect.

7°
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S7-27F FLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS

The largest floorstanding speakers in the Studio7 series, 
the S7-27F deliver outstanding audio performance in its 
signature aesthetic. Designed to fill larger rooms, these high-
resolution speakers can equally be used at home in a system 
dedicated to either music or movies. The dual 6.69-inch  
(17 cm) woofers provide the mid-range and deep bass while 
the 1-inch (2.54 cm) tweeter delivers crystal clear highs. The 
crafted cabinet with its organic shape delivers a sound as 
pure as Scandinavian air.
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S7-25F FLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS

The Studio7 S7-25F are designed for those who look for a 
more compact floorstanding solution. This speaker incorporate 
two 5.5-inch (14 cm) woofers with a ‘Thor ’s Hammer ’ 
embossed paper cone which deliver a punchy yet natural 
bass. High frequencies are handled by our 1-inch (2,54 
cm) fabric dome tweeter which produce a smooth extended 
response with low levels of harmonic distortion event at high 
output levels. Combine this with an accurate and engaging 
midrange ensures that the S7-25F are a fabulous choice for 
both music and movies. The S7-25F floorstanding speakers 
are slim and compact enough to fit neatly into smaller rooms 
while delivering high levels of audio performance.
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S7-17B BOOKSHELF SPEAKER

The Studio7 S7-17B bookshelf speakers provide a superior 
sound in a small package and a great ease of placement. 
Thanks to its 1-inch (2,54 cm) tweeter and a large 6.69-inch 
woofer (17 cm), these bookshelf speakers deliver clear highs, 
detailed medium and natural bass. The S7-17B offer a wide 
sound stage so you can really enjoy your favorite content, 
be it music, movies or gaming. With these beautifully crafted 
speakers, you get the best package in terms of placement 
flexibility, occupied space and audio performance.
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S7-15B BOOKSHELF SPEAKER

The Studio7 S7-15B are very compact speakers designed for 
use in smaller rooms and still delivering incredible audio 
performance. Thanks to their small form factor, they can be 
installed on traditional speaker stands or cabinet as bookshelf 
speakers or wall mounted as surround speakers in a home 
theater system. (A separate dedicated wall mounting bracket 
system can be purchased separately). The S7-15B share the 
same 1-inch (2.54 cm) fabric dome tweeter and 5.5-inch 
woofer (14 cm) as the S7-25F which assures outstanding 
performance from low bass through to the extended high 
frequency. These compact speakers are equally at home with 
both movies and music.
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S7-25C CENTER CHANNEL

The center channel is the center piece of your home cinema 
system. The Studio7 S7-25C has been voiced to complement 
the floorstanding & bookshelf speakers of the Studio7 series.
With a 1-inch (2,54 cm) tweeter and two 5.5-inch woofers 
(14 cm), the S7-25C center speaker is designed to be placed 
below your screen to deliver detailed, precise, clear voices 
and dialogues when you watch your favorite movies, shows, 
series or concerts.
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S7-43C CENTER CHANNEL

The Studio7 S7-43C also works with the floorstanding & 
bookshelf speakers of the Studio7 series. With a 1-inch (2,54 
cm) tweeter and four 3.3-inch (8,4 cm) woofers, the S7-43C 
center channel is very slim to compliment today’s flat-screen 
TVs with an unobtrusive footprint. Every care was taken to 
ensure the same performance is enjoyed bot on and off the 
listening axis. This center channel makes you catch every note 
and every nuance of the dialogue in your favorite movies, 
music, and games.
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S7-27F S7-25F S7-17B S7-15B S7-25C S7-43C

Floorstanding 
speaker

Floorstanding 
speaker

Bookshelf 
speaker

Bookshelf 
speaker / 
Surround 
speaker

Center channel Center channel

2-way bass 
reflex

2-way bass 
reflex

2-way bass 
reflex

2-way bass 
reflex

2-way bass 
reflex

2-way bass 
reflex

1’’vented tweeter 
with a fabric 
dome

1’’vented tweeter 
with a fabric 
dome

1’’vented tweeter 
with a fabric 
dome

1’’vented tweeter 
with a fabric 
dome

1’’vented tweeter 
with a fabric 
dome

1’’vented tweeter 
with a fabric 
dome

Dual 6.69’’  / 
17 cm woofers. 
Embossed paper 
cone with Thor’s 
Hammer

Dual 5.5»  / 
14 cm woofers. 
Embossed paper 
cone with Thor’s 
Hammer

Single 6.69’’ / 
17 cm woofer. 
Embossed paper 
cone with Thor’s 
Hammer

Single 5.5’’ / 
14 cm woofer. 
Embossed paper 
cone with Thor’s 
Hammer

Dual 5.5’’ / 
14cm woofers. 
Embossed paper 
cone with Thor’s 
Hammer

Quad 3.3’’  / 
8,4 cm woofers. 
Embossed paper 
cone with Thor’s 
Hammer

67Hz-21kHz 69Hz-21kHz 64Hz-25kHz 71Hz-22kHz 82Hz-21kHz 123Hz-21kHz

54Hz-28kHz 52Hz-28kHz 51Hz-30kHz 54Hz-29kHz 70Hz-31kHz 99Hz-30kHz

1629Hz 1733Hz 1530Hz 1700Hz 1562Hz 1770Hz

90dB 90dB 87.2dB 86.3dB 90.2dB 91.2dB

DESIGN

HF

LF

FREQUENCY 
RESPONSE (±3DB)

FREQUENCY RANGE  
IN BASS SECTION 
(-6DB)

CROSSOVER 
FREQUENCY

SENSITIVITY  
(2.83V/1M)

STUDIO7 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

4 Ω 4 Ω 4 Ω 4 Ω 4 Ω 4 Ω

MDF MDF MDF MDF MDF MDF

Bass reflex Bass reflex Bass reflex Bass reflex Bass reflex Bass reflex

Single  
Binding Posts

Single  
Binding Posts

Single  
Binding Posts

Single  
Binding Posts

Single  
Binding Posts

Single  
Binding Posts

85,5x23x38 cm 80,5x20Lx34 cm 36,5x23x38 cm 32x20x34 cm 18x54x23 cm 12,5x60x17,1 cm

33.6x9x15 in. 31.7x7.9x13.4 in. 14.4x9x15 in. 12.6x7.9x13.4 in. 7x21.3x9 in. 4.9x23.6x6.3 in.

17,93 kg
39.5 lbs

12,32 kg
27.2 lbs

8,37 kg
18.5 lbs

5,93 kg
11 lbs

7,85 kg
17.3 lbs

6,32 kg
13.9 lbs

Blue fjord vinyl
Grey cloud vinyl

Blue fjord vinyl
Grey cloud vinyl

Blue fjord vinyl
Grey cloud vinyl

Blue fjord vinyl
Grey cloud vinyl

Blue fjord vinyl
Grey cloud vinyl

Blue fjord vinyl
Grey cloud vinyl

Metal spikes (8), 
rubber feet (8)

Metal spikes (8), 
Rubber feet (8) Rubber feet (8) Rubber feet (8)

Wall mounting 
brackets

IMPEDANCE

ENCLOSURE  
MATERIAL

ENCLOSURE TYPE

INPUTS

DIMENSIONS  
OF THE PRODUCT
(H x W x D)

DIMENSIONS  
OF THE PRODUCT  
(H x W x D)

PRODUCT WEIGHT 
KG/LBS

FINISH

INCLUDED 
ACCESSORIES

OPTIONAL
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1968 
Jamo is founded  
by Preben Jacobsen  
& Julius Mortensen

1978
Over one million  
speakers rolled off  
the Glyngøre state  
of the art assembly line

1992
Jamo is the world’s first  
loudspeaker manufacturer  
to receive ISO 9001 certification

1994
Jamo becomes the leading 
loudspeaker manufacturer  
in Europe and the first  
EMEA company to produce  
a THX certified speaker

1997
Jamo Concert receives  
the speaker of the year  
award in Europe

2005
Klipsch Group Inc.  
acquires Jamo as part  
of its global growth strategy

2008
Thre brand’s flagship floorstanding 
speaker, the Jamo R909 is named  
the best high-end speaker  
of the year in Europe

2017
The Studio 8 series range  
innovates with metal brackets  
located on the top of the cabinet. 
They serve as a connection point  
for the Dolby Amos S 8 1TM speaker

2019
Studio 8 S809 HCS speakers  
win the prestigious EISA  
“Best buy Home Theater  
Speaker System award”

2022
Rebirth of Jamo and launch  
of the Studio7 series

JAMO HISTORY
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jamo.com


